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The article is a brief metaanalysis of comparison of the concept
of consciousness in philosophy and neurosciences. It attempts to
bring out the semantic and processing differences in the usage
of the concept in the two domains of application. Consciousness
in philosophy and religion is often referred as an all-pervasive
entity of the universe,often imbibing a spiritual dimension. In
neuroscience consciousness is a psychobiological state of a living
organism, which is needed for its sensory – motor interactions
with the external world.An important component of consciousness
in this domain is the ability to become aware of the semantic and
other processes that take place within the brain.
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Religious and philosophical thinking domains were the two
original contextsin which the concept of consciousness was first
created and used. Consciousness was thought of as an entity that
contributed to life, in a larger sense, and to mind in a more specific
sense. Philosophically consciousness has been postulated as an
independent entity, which exists within and outside the brain. The
need to create a concept of consciousness could have originated
from a top down thinking strategies used, when one wanted to find
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a cause and purpose for life and the universe. A spiritual origin of the
universe or the existence of a spiritual entity became the core idea
for a dualistic thinking in some of the ancient eastern philosophical
thinking efforts, though dualism was considered in the Western
schools of thinking mainly as the distinction between mind and
the body. In Indian Vedic philosophy, consciousness is considered
as the ultimate reality, which is present in every living being and
forms the basis of life in the body, when it unites with the material
entities. The philosophical ideas are created mainly for explaining
the experiences that indicated an infinite and pervasive existence of
the universe. A close scrutiny of the ancient philosophical thoughts
of consciousness would show that the purposeof explanationsof
what they considered and defined as consciousness were genuine
symbolic efforts to capture otherwise unexplainable attributes of
life and the universe. A direct comparison of these concepts with
scientific explanations of consciousness is illogical and does not
serve any meaningful purpose.
In Vedic philosophy, consciousness is described as an entity
encompassing the infinite universe, all its qualities, strengths
and weaknesses, and presents itself in every living being. It is
an amazing concept as it reflects the simultaneous presence of all
qualities. One wonders if this was the earliest attempt by human
mind to symbolically capture the relative nature of existence, time,
and space of the universe, which was captured by Einstein in the
Relative Theory centuries later. On the one hand, consciousness
was considered to encapsulate not only the physical attributes
of the universe, but what human mind considered nonphysical
viz. awareness, personality, thoughts, etc. On the other hand, it
was considered to include what exist outside energy and matter
in the time and space domains. Consciousness was considered
to represent the experiencing person or the self, which was
considered an entity different from the body and all its parts. In
this dualistic theory, consciousness is outside the body. On the
other hand, the materialistic approach considered the mind as
equivalent to consciousness, emerging from the brain or as its
phenomenon or epiphenomenon. It was believed that the self has
an independent existence over and above the matter and the body.
There have been many effort to relate brain with the mind In the
total absence of scientific methods and experimentations, there
was a need to conceptualize a method of internal organization
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and wisdom responsible for life and the universe, and one of the
concepts created was that of consciousness. Consciousness thus
reflected wisdom, knowledge, awareness, power, and eternity.
Consciousness was considered an imperative need for awareness
or knowing what one perceives and performs. Its presence in the
body gave rise to the concept of self, though one could attain the
realization that the self within is merely the part of universal force
or consciousness. Realization that self merges across persons and
other living entities in the universe reflected the universality of life
as a force of nature. The same model of integration and merger
was applied with regard to matter and their various physical
attributes, which helped to conceptualize a mergerof all entities
into a universal force or energy. Consciousness was considered a
functional state of mind, superior to cognitive processes associated
with recognition, learning, memory, etc. Consciousness came to
be considered part of a spiritual dimension, superior to matter,
energy, and mind and all the qualities that could be attributed to
them.
A spiritual dimension came to be selectively developed when
man chose to attribute the origin or creation of the universe and life
to a superior power. This choice provided mankind opportunity
to develop faith in a superior force, and the faith provided them
with social harmony and strength to live purposively, caring for
one another. This style of living lifted the human life over and
above the fight-flight animal life models, creating a new dimension
of natural phenomenon. The effects of the strength of love and
compassion on thinking for creating meaningful relationships
helped to develop purpose for living and goal directed strategic
navigational efforts for achieving the goals.Human brain
learnt, refined and developed these strategic abilities over ages.
Expressions of love and compassion by man in the place of
normal Flight-Fight models of nature’s response patterns created
a new exclusive response dimension in the nature, which could
be learnt, expressed, and practiced only by human beings. Some
considered consciousness an internal energy developingand
merging with energy at the universal level. Origin of matter has
beenalways an issue of immense importance, and there was need
to develop theoretical models as well as prove their accuracy.
When the concept of Quantum potential model was developed,
it was considered to highlight the transformation of matter from
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energy and the explanations of presence of physical properties at
molecular, atomic and subatomic levels were intriguing and gave
impetus to the notions of consciousness as energy at a universal
level.
Scientifically explaining, mere presence of life or biologically
functioning ofthe body or body organs is not considered
indicativeof a conscious state of the living being. A human being
can remain unconsciousand alive for long periods. The biological
functioning of the body is indeed a prerequisite for being conscious.
Consciousness only refers to a processing state of the brain or the
nervous system. Medically consciousness is a state when the
brain can recognize/perceive the sensory inputs and respond to
them, whereas neuroscientifically one can additionally retrieve
and process stored information in this state.The conscious state
is differentiated between wakefulness and sleep. Brain processes
stored information during wakeful states as well as in sleep, but
does not process online sensory inputs or respond to them during
sleep. The fact that sleeping is atime limited alternating state with
wakefulness, and the brain maintains the continuity in processing
and responding,when wakefulness returns every time after a
period of sleep, help to conceptualize and verify continuity of
consciousness.Knowing the external world is therefore an essential
component of being conscious. Consciousness can be affected by
conditions like diseases and lesions that impair normal functioning
of the brain. Anesthesia is introduced as a routine medical
requirement for various forms of surgery, when the patient is either
unconscious or does not have sensations of pain in the organs
surgically manipulated.Conceptually this is a huge departure
from that of consciousness as a form of energy thought over in
philosophy. A comparison of the two concepts is not feasible and
is illogical as the changeover is from a processing state to an entity.
A scientific model of consciousness has always been the most
intriguing and challenging as it can be physically verified. There
are specific and clear parameters of physical responses and mental
changes, which indicate the degree of restoration of consciousness
when it is impaired because of lesions of the brain or surgical
interventions.When wakeful and conscious state, on the one hand,
indicates the capacity of the brain to monitor its own sensory
and motor processes and use the information for controlling the
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online sensory and motor effects, the process brings the brain in
contact with the physical realities of the word. On the other hand,
consciousness is a state providing ability to monitor the cognitive
and emotive processes taking place within, allowing the use of the
information to semantically create or recreate new relationships.
We presume consciousness occurs at different levels in each
individual and any current level determines the qualitative
attributes and the effectiveness with which the external world and
internal processes are monitored, organized, and processed.There
are independent scientific methods to measure the monitoring
abilities and their effectiveness in using the monitored information
for altering and adjusting the ongoing processes, and hence
consciousness is used as a concept to refer to these complex and
dynamic processes in the brain. Wakefulness and sleep are the
most strikingly different phases of consciousness. We know that
sleep is an essential state that should follow hours of wakefulness.
Processing takes place in the brain during both the states, though
the nature of processing and their consequential effects differ in
the two states. Recognition of external stimuli and internal or
proprioceptive physical changes do not occur during sleep and
therefore the individual is considered to be in a temporary nonconscious state in sleep.
During wakeful conditions, the cerebral cortex passes through
two phases, which may overlap or remain independent. One phase
is that of sensory – motor interactions with the external world,
whereas in the other phase, the brain may remain partly or fully
(?) independent of these interactions, but may engage in internal
processing of retrieved information and creating new information.
Internal processing may range from very active and focused
states of problem solving or states with minimal to nil processing.
One learns to engage in processing of both external and internal
signals and the processing efficiency may be determined by the
relative importance allotted to the two domains, which in turn
affects the emotional arousal and attentiveness of the individual.
An important component of consciousness in neuroscience is the
presence of awareness of the ongoing processes. Verbal awareness
is different from awareness in other sensory modalities as they
are generally considered equivalent to modality specific sensory
perception. On the other hand, in verbal awareness the listening
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brain has the opportunity to monitor the processing of the talking
brain contributing to verbal awareness of the thoughts created and
recreated. That we transcode most of nonverbal experiences into
verbal mode help to have a verbal documentation of all experiences,
which are further critically appraised and modified by the brain.
Verbal awareness therefore become a comprehensive mode of
accessing own experiences and thoughts for critical analysis and
problem solving.
Verbal awareness is essentially of the semantic interpretations or
meanings of sensory-motor experiences and explanations of those
experiences. Creation of a universe of meaningful relationships
and entities reflecting those meanings constitute the mind of the
individual, which is driven by the emotional arousal present in
the system. Such processing is possible only in a conscious state
and hence become the hallmark of consciousness in the individual.
These processing occur even if sensory-motor experiences are
partially impaired, and awareness therefore represents the
minimum requirement of consciousness. Semantic interpretations
and their understandings are essentially the functions of the frontal
and temporal lobes and other associated systems of the brain,
which contribute to the core function of creation of meanings.
The universe of meanings created and associated processes used
for the creations form the matrix of human mind. The mind can
create infinite meanings and relationships and it creates a world
larger than the real world. The presence of the mind, whether it
represents a real or imaginary world is an active state indicating
consciousness in the individual.
Emotional and behavioral responses can be directly elicited by
certain types of external stimuli from the brain of a living system,
without their perception and awareness and hence, it may be said to
take place in a non-conscious state of the system.These preattentive
emotions are considered to support an unconscious processing
facility of the brain. Hence,perception and awareness cannot be
considered exclusive features of consciousness and consciousness
can be considered to represent an exclusive requirement of a living
system’s interaction with the external world.
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